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Inquiry into Environmental Infrastructure for Growing Populations.
We are residents and ratepayers in regional Victoria, in areas close to metropolitan Melbourne.
We are members of a group of volunteers, the Friends of Drouins Trees, who are working to save some of the
remaining remnant forest trees and natural landscape that has graced the town of Drouin and its surrounds for one
hundred and fifty years.
As Drouin, and similar towns, become home to the thousands of new affordable homes that the State Government
needs to cater for the expanding population, we see the natural landscape decimated and the town dramatically
changed.
1 . Loss of natural environment.
Stands of one or only a few trees, urban forest, wetlands and habitat for birds and small mammals are all being lost.
Three hundred year old trees can be removed provided offsets are provided : young trees, of a different species,
planted elsewhere.
Farming areas often retain remnant trees on roadsides while farms are totally cleared. If farms are ear‐marked in
Government documents to provide housing, planning will determine that roads need to be widened. The roads will
not be built on the land to be developed for housing, the existing roads are widened. So all roadside vegetation is
lost. In McGlones Road in Drouin, more than 250 remnant trees, the vulnerable eucalyptus strzleckii, were
bulldozed. The road could, of course, have been constructed on the cleared land.
Percentage areas to be given to open space can include nature strips and other very small lots, too small to allow for
any diversity or habitat, narrow streets do not allow for the planting of canopy trees. Hundreds of housing blocks are
too small to allow for any garden, let alone growth of a tree.
2. The value of soil.
Areas such as Drouin, areas across Baw Baw Shire, Cranbourne and other parts of Casey and Cardinia Shires, were
food growing areas with excellent soil. No value is assigned to soil quality in decisions to encourage massive
development of regional areas close to Melbourne. It is poor planning to allow developers to concrete over food
growing land, that will be seen as precious in years to come.
3. Who pays ?
Rapid, unpredicted housing development places enormous pressure on established towns. Infrastructure is
inadequate to cater for the new population. Rate revenue is diverted to provide services for the growing population.
Who should pay for the expansion of the kindergarten? And to add to this problem, rate revenue is capped, as is
appropriate in fully developed parts of metropolitan Melbourne.
To the best of our knowledge, Baw Baw Shire did not receive additional “growth” funding as provided to Cardinia
and Casey Shires.
Meanwhile the very nature of the town is irreversibly changed.
4. The Precinct Structure Plan.
Local Councils, their regulations, local laws and the Councillors themselves, were not ready for the development
thrust upon them. Baw Baw Shire had no environmental overlays in place to limit development in significant areas
or to fight inappropriate development at VCAT.
Drouin’s Precinct Structure Plan, a “high level document” according to Council Officers, was drawn up without
reference to topography or vegetation.
It allows development to proceed without reference to environmental impact and without the possibility of
community input or consultation.
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The PSP can be prescriptive or ignored.
Drouin’s PSP includes a town by‐pass which is desperately needed, but a “mistake” has allowed house blocks to be
established on the land set aside in the PSP for the by‐pass. For now, there will be no by‐pass.
5. Too fast, too slow.
State Government bodies such as RRV work slowly and this causes problems when there is rapid development. As an
example, RRV has plans for a roundabout to cater for trucks on the western end of Drouin. The plans were probably
drawn up ten years ago, if not more. No‐one predicted the rate off growth of peri‐urban areas such as Drouin. The
planned round‐a‐bout is now in the middle of houses. Such plans need to be able to be changed, without waiting a
further ten years for much needed infrastructure.
These plans, as occurred with the PSP, were drawn up with no regard for topography, presumably from a two‐
dimensional map. Drouin has been spared a ghastly, huge, “truck” round‐a‐bout simply because the plans aren’t
workable on sloping land.
The development of housing in peri‐urban areas is happening at such a pace, and with so little proper planning, that
it is devastating the towns it takes over and their natural landscape.
To summarise, the State Government should have plans to protect valuable natural environment, plans to deal with
increased traffic and to require developers to contribute, in a significant way, to the provision of infrastructure,
including open space, before implementing plans that will see the population of a town triple.

Pat Turner and Chris Healy
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